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Since spring 2014 I have been teaching an English-language intensive co町田 titled

“Journey to白eInterior.”The theme of the course is the haiku poet Matsuo Bashδ’s Okuno 

hosomichi. The course is an English-intensive, content based zemi designed for highly 

motivated first ye訂 students,regardless of faculty or m司jor.Coming企omthe point of view白紙

the spirit of active learning in the class room is fundamental to learning, I developed a series of 

poetry writing W釘m-upactivities as well as a series of haiku contests throughout白esemester. 

These activities serve not only to challenge students' English abilities, but also to bring them 

closer to the text: by writing haiku血eyare sharing in Basho’s experience as a poet and by 

taking part in haiku contests出eyare sharing the experience of ordinary Japanese poe甘y

enthusias白台om也eera in which Basho lived. 

百lispaper will provide a brief outline of the coぽ旬、 content,followed by descriptions of 

two creative writing exercises performed by the students, and finally a description of the haiku 

contests held in the class. Along with this, I will also in甘oducea casual explanation of active 

learning as an educational theory in order to establish也atthis co山田 isindeed an 

active-learning course bo白 indesign and in practice.百1efollowing article is a descriptive 

account, rather白組組 empiricalinvestigation of the influence of an active learning approach 

on English Ian思1ageacquisition. 

Keywords: active learning, creative writing in 12, haiku, literature in language learning, 
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Aside合omthe mandatory co町 ses也atundergraduate students訂erequ仕edto complete 

for graduation, Akita U凶versityalso offers a v紅白tyof classes called “zemi.”2 Zemi (short for 

zeminaaruゼミナーノレーaloan word from German) are not required to complete any one 

p紅白叫訂major.Since白Htime faculty members are more or less仕切 todesign their own zemi 

syllabus based on也eirresearch interests and/or past teaching experience, zemi themes vary 

widely. Therefore the u凶versity’sgoal in offering these classes is to expose students to a wide 

V釘 ietyof material白瓜 isnot necessary connected wi也 theirintended major wi血thehopes of 

broadening their minds. 

Although I町nresponsible for first and second year English language classes, commonly 

referred toぉ Englishfor Academic Purposes ( or，“EAP”for short), my background is not in 

English language education, but rather in Japanese literary studies. Thus, I seized白e

opportu凶tyto create a Japanese literョturezemi based on Matsuo Basho’s Okuno hosomichi.3 

Not only does白istheme fit with my research interest, but in 2009 after finishing my master’s 

degree, I re甘acedBasho’s steps on the Oku no hosomichi, writing haiku and studying about the 

au曲目、 lifeand times along the waぁThisexperience profoundly affected my understanding of 

也ebook’s content and of the au白or’slife, which put me泊aunique position at Aki旬 U凶versity

to teach the course in an interesting and meaningful way. What’s more, much of B郎防’s

journey was through modem day Tohoku. Since Akita U凶versityis situated in Tohoku and 

many of its students come企omtowns白atBぉhopassed白rough,I白oughtthat也iszemi would 

be especially meaningful. 

Keeping the above background information in mind血ispaper attempts, first, to define 

active learning by drawing on a v紅白tyof articles across academic disciplines. I will白en

describe how educators may apply active learning approach to university level classes and to 

creative writing classes. Next, this paper describes how I have applied an active learning 

approach to my zemi，“Jo山首eyto the Interior.，” by means of poe仕ywarm-ups剖 thebeginning 

of class and by incorporating a series of haiku contests into出eco町 seschedule. Finally, this 

paper o妊erssome reflection on the course and identifies some potential problems白isor similar 

courses could encounter. 

2 During academic year 2015・16,Aki句 0宜eredapproximately 36 zemi during both the spring 

and白11semesters. 
3 Okuno hosomichi is translated into English a v紅白tyof ways depending on the translator. For 
example it sometimes appe訂 sas“thenaπ・ow road to Oku”or “the n釘rowroad to血edeep 
north" however I have decided to use 'jo町 neyto白einterior.” 
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Active Learning: What It ls 

When one hears白eterm“active le訂ning，”也eterm usually comes across as redundant. 

One may think，“Isn’t all learning active？”The root of education in the west is modeled on也at

of ancient Greece. It is based on a shared set of ideals, so“ideally," all learning is “active.” 

However the fact of也ema抗eris白atmany teachers revert to lec旬restyle, teacher-focused 

classes where students assume a passive role all too often. Reasons for this v訂ya great 

deal-some the fault of the educator, some the fault of the schools白紙 puttoo much 

ad.minis甘ativeburden on也eeducator. These are just two possible factors. 

For the pぉtfew decades, active learning as an educational approach has fallen in and out 

of vogue at all levels of education企omelementary school to universities and across all 

educational disciplines. Therefore, definitions of active learning are more open白anres仕ictive.

All definitions of active le訂凶ngappear to share the essential notion也剖“activele紅凶ng”isnot 

a learning approach，ぉthen創nesuggests, but rather is descriptive of the educator’s approach to 

delivering the course content to students. Therefore, an active approach to learn加gin the 

classroom is one in which students do more than just listen “actively”to teachers' lectures. They 

must read, write, discuss, or be engaged in solving problems (Bonwell, 1991) during the class. 

Classes in which students訂esimply in their se剖slistening to a lecture and (ideally) writing 

notes釘enot classes in which active learning is taking place. This C組 besomewhat o宜ensiveto 

teachers who釘 ereally組 imatedduring lectures and訂eoverly excited about the topic, because 

也eymistakenly equate their excitement and diligent lecture planning with students' attitudes 

about listening to白eteacher’s knowledge being conveyed. 

If one were to search, one would find白紙 thereis no shortage of active-learning 

teaching-resources on由einternet. Many of these available reso町 ・cessuch as Bonwell & Eison 

(1991), 0’Neil & Pinder・Grover(n.dふPaulson& Faust (n.d.) also list suggested classroom 

tasks that have been shown to nur旬reactive learning successfully. 

Some tasks pair well wi也 lecturessuch as the One Minute Paper and Clarification Pauses 

as described by Paulson & Faust. Both tasks include a short pause in a teacher’s lecture during 

which students are told to either write briefly what they understood企omthe lecture thus far （ぉ

in the cぉeofthe“One Minute Paperウorto speak with the student sitting beside them in order 

to confmn what they understood合omthe lecture up to也atpoint. 

Other tasks suggested by active learning proponents enco山富gea more decisive shift合om

lecturing. Bonwell & Eison suggest a number of student-centered discussion tasks也atrange 

合ompairs, to small groups, to whole class. 
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Yet another series of胞sksaids students to come to their own conclusions and make白eir

own discoveries by incorporating teacher-guided activities. 0’Neil & Pinder・Grove1「suggest

tasks such as Brainstorming, Role Playing, and Experiential Leaming. 

In summary, active learning describes the educator’s approach to 1) engaging students 

during class with tasks other白an出electure/note句kingb旭町y,2) provoking students' 

interaction wi也 oneanother while contemplating lesson material, and 3) desi伊 ingclassroom 

procedures and tasks白atinspire students to rely on discovering their own outcomes to the 

course material rather白ansimply receiving the information by me組 Sof a lec旬re.

Active Learning Applied to Creative Writing 

Students' writing serves as a good plaげorm 合om which to plan and perform 

active-learning tasks. Writing samples can include short essays, synopses of lectures, reactions 

toぉsignedtexts, and technical writing samples, to n創nebut a few. Once all students have 

prepared their work, their writing samples can then be redis凶butedto their classmates at 

random or given to their desi伊 atedpartner. S旬de時間白eninstructed to give critical 

feedback, assess [ their classmate’s] arguments, correct grammatical mistakes and so forth, 

which Paulson & Faust訂 gueis a particularly e任ectiveway to improve student writing. 

A portion of my zemi“Journey to the Interior" relies on traditional assessments and 

activities. For example, I still administer quizzes on assigned readings企omthe text, give 

lectures to cover pertinent information, and have出es旬den臼givePowerPoint presentations on 

selected topics. It is difficult to quanti今 exactlyhow much, but a large portion of time is 

dedicated to creative writing. This includes classroom time (warm-up activities) as well as time 

outside the class (preparing for the haiku contests).4 

Warm-up Activities that Nurture Active Learning 

Active learning is by nature a student-centered educational approach. However it is not 

enough for the teacher to utilize active-learning practices. As Danielson (2007) emphasizes, 

teachers must communicate clearly with their students. When teachers communicate wi也 their

students, the students understand what the teacher’s expectations are. From an active learning 

perspective, these expectations釘 e白at也estudents assume an active role in class and訂e

prep訂 edto engage in the selected activities to the best of their ability. 

4 Students are required to compose their original haiku for the haiku contests outside of class on 
their own time, and e-mail it to me a day before the contest. 
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Danielson also asserts白enecessity for students to understand the classroom proced町 es

clearly. One method出atI have found to benefit my students' understanding of my expectations 

is to sta此 eachof my zemi classes with a w釘m-upactivity. These warm-up activities shi貧血e

focus of the class仕ommeぉ thelead role of the class, to the students. Since I consistently s旬d

each class with a W紅m・up,students know very well血剖whenclass begins，白eymust be ready 

to p訂ticip剖eactively. 

The warm-up activities伽 tI have selected are meant to challenge the s知dents’English

abilities as wellぉ prep訂ethem to be creative writers. By and large the majority of English 

classes in Japan focus on technical or academic writing, so teaching modes of creative writing 

甘ulyis a challenge to both the students and the teacher. 

J to E, E to J translation exercises. 

The warm-up exercises I schedule for也efirst four zemi classes involve translating 

selected haiku. In出efirst two cl俗 ses，也ismeans translating haiku企omJapanese to English (J 

to E) and in白e白irdand fourth classes it means甘anslating合omEnglish to Japanese (E to乃．

For the J to E仕anslationactivity, I provide the students with haiku (in Japanese）企om

Bashδ’s Oku no hosomichi that they must甘制1slateto English. Aside合omin甘oducingthem to 

也ebook’s material, this exercise serves to make them awぽeof some of the characteristics of 

the two Ian思泊gesthat e妊ectwriting haiku in English. Some of these訂echaracteristics訂e

singular and plural forms of nouns, the use of articles, syllable count, punctuation, and other 

白血gs白atthey will need to keep in mind when composing their own haiku. The E to J activity 

serves白esame purpose. One thing出at1s necessary for the students to take notice of is that the 

English versions of Basho’s haiku白atI select are all seventeen syllables. Even though their 

English translations may not be seventeen syllables, it is important for them to understand也at

seventeen syllable English haiku can convey a meaning very close to that of the original 

Japanese. 

Haiku scramble. 

Another exercise I use to st訂 tthe class I 児島rto as simply “haiku scramble.”For this 

exercise, I once again use haiku企omOku no hosomichi. I type the English versions of the haiku 

in Microsoft Word，出encut out each individual word. Students then form pairs釦 d句 to

re-order the words to form the original poem. Again, aside企omintroducing and/or reinforcing 

出ebook’s material, the students realize English language nuances like syn旬x,word order, and 
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白elike. 

Class Haiku Contests 

Three English haiku contests釘espaced evenly throughout也esemester. The warm-up 

activities訂emeant to be for learning and discovery, so they have no bearing on a student’s 

grade, per se, but the haiku contes臼釘e40% of a student’s grade. The following is a description 

of how I manage白ehaiku contests. 

Students e-mail me their English haiku one day before the day of the contest. I then copy 

and paste the haiku into two Word documents. One document has the poems with the au也or’s

names and is for me to record who has written what. The students do not see this until after the 

contest. The other document lists the haiku, which I order alphabetically for randomization, and 

number sequentially合omone. Beside each haiku is a box in which to write a score. 

Each student receives a copy of the numbered poems. I then instruct the class to read each 

haiku carefully and score them企om1 to 4, with 1 being the best. It is important to notice血at

the students are not ranking the poems, but rather scoring them. After the allotted time, we tally 

白escores for each haiku and the one with the lowest score wins. Students sit in rows, so I have 

found也at也emost efficient way to旬llyscores is to have students do it by row first，出enI凶 ly

the totals合omeach row. It should be noted that I do not give the students a list of parameters by 

which to score the haiku. All I ins甘uctthem to do is to assign a score based on their feeling. My 

hope is that the students apply what they have learned in class about haiku and haiku 

composition (as well as their prior knowledge of the English language) to score白epoems. 

Once the winning poems have been decided, I ask the top three students to comment about 

their haiku. I ask them to tell the class information like why they wrote it, where, when, and any 

other information about the haiku that白eywould like to share. After that I ask students who 

scored those winning haiku with a“1”to share with the class what they liked about the haiku. 

For the Future 

By the time of this publication, I have taught this zemi twice. I have changed aspects of 

白isco町 serather considerably, but since these aspec臼紅enot necessarily related to active 

le訂凶ng,I will not go into a description of them here. As for the creative writing w訂m-up

exercises and haiku contest, there are perhaps two things白atI plan to address when I teach this 

course again in the future: time management and making some sort of fi凶shed,tactile product 

to display the students' work. 
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Time management is an issue wi也 whichmany teachers struggle. One observation也atI 

have made upon reflecting on my teaching is白紙 thetime it takes to do the creative writing 

W訂m-upexercises takes longer也anI plan which cuts into the other activities I have planned 

for白紙respectiveday. One of the r伺 sonsfor也isis白紙 sinceI conduct the class in English to 

students of varying English ability, it sometimes takes longer to explain things or have the class 

understand my mean也g.Usually after血efirst few classes I have a good understanding of 

S旬denお’ abilitiesand can plan fu知relessons accordingly. Ultimately, the time needed to 

perform these warm-ups adequately depends on白紙p訂ticularye町、students,so企omye訂 to

ye紅 Ihave to continue adjusting times it句kesto do in-class tasks. 

I am fortunate in白atthe students who have enrolled in血isclass have all been very 

motivated. I have also observed也剖由eyhave put a lot of effort泊.towriting their haiku. 

Therefore in the fu知reI would like to cre剖esome kind of haiku journal. Such a journal would 

include examples from ho血 thecreative writing warm-up exercisesぉ wellas from the haiku 

contests. One obstacle which all teachers will understand is, again, time. Aki胞 U凶versitytends 

to conduct the bulk of classes in the spring semester, which makes this a very busy time for me. 

And, since也iszemi is above and beyond what I am con甘actedto teach, it already consumes too 

much of the time I need for my other classes and professional responsibilities. Being able to hire 

a student to help cre剖eajo町 nalwould be good. 

Potential Risks to Success 

Implementing classroom tasks and activities based on an active-learning approach to 

teaching may negative cause side e宜ects.Both Bonwell and Prince laud active learning, but also 

identiかsomeelements that could possibly hinder active learning合omcontributing to students' 

success. There釘 em姐 yclass activities白atfall under the active-learning umbrella, each wi也

i臼ownpro’sand con’sand potential risks to achieving successful learning. For the p町posesof 

this paper however I will limit my examination to teachers, students, the curriculum and how 

each of those may hinder an active learning approach. 

Surprisingly, studies by bo血 educatorsseem to assert白atteachers can be a hindrance to 

students' success. If teachers have received their schooling血rough甘aditionalteacher-centered, 

lecture-based methods, then血eymay not be adequately prepared to incorporate active-learning 

旬sksin the classroom and achieve successぬloutcomes. Upon glancing at suggested active 

learning tasks, one may have a notion白紙“an戸binggoes”or“any outcome is a good outcome，” 

but this is far合omthe甘uth.Just as with any other approach to teaching with which one may 
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not be familiar, being able to incorporate active learning tasks successfully req凶res仕ainingぉ

wellぉ peerand student feedback. 

One very interesting observation made by Prince is in regards to students' perceptions 

about success. Prince suggests由atstudents may be of the point of view白紙 successcomes 

合omcompetition. Therefore, students may not readily see白ebenefits合omthings like pair-

and/or group activities, peer feedback, and the like. Since active-learning requires collaboration 

at all levels，也istype of cut-throat competitive spirit in students may not elicit the desired 

res叫お．

One final risk to accomplishing successful active learning classes comes企omwithin the 

curriculum. If a teacher fmds themselves in a situation in which也ey訂erequired to deliver too 

much course content in too little time, then some active-learning飽sksmay hinder their ability 

to do so. 

In summary, educators must carefully consider their own, personal experience with the 

active-learning tasks that由eyhope to incorporate in their classrooms, clearly communicate to 

students the benefits of active-learning based approaches, and determine which active learning 

旬sks釘 ebest suited to their curricular needs. 

Conclusion 

Addressing Risks to Successful Active Learning Activities and “Journey to the Interior" 

Before concluding血ispaper, I will address each of the aforementioned risks to a 

success白lactive learning environment in terms of my class. 

First is in regards to白eteacher’s presence in the classroom and attitude towards active 

learning outcomes. With creative writing, it is sometimes problematic defining what a 

successful product is. Also, since creative writing yields a wide range of outcomes in terms of 

what students produce, there is certainly the potential of adopting an attitude也atis too laid 

back. Therefore teachers must plan in advance what is acceptable and what is not. 

In the case of my zemi, I have managed to strike a fare balance. I demand th剖 haiku

writing assi伊mentsbe handed in on time, however I am fairly lax when it comes to following 

haiku-writing rules and sometimes even on checking grammar and word choice. Class 

activities like peer reviewing haiku and the haiku contests are only successful if students prep訂e

their haiku by the appointed time. If one student is not prepared, then it hinders others合om

participating fully in the day’s activity. Similarly, missing class is also severely treated. On the 

other hand, I am lax with forcing students to adhere strictly to gramm訂 rulesor even proper 
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syn阻xwi也intheir haiku. Misspelling words however, is not acceptable. Se制ngground rules 

like these and clearly communicating them to也estuden也 hぉ animpact on血esuccess of 

active learning tasks and will show白atthe teacher has not totally let go of the reigns. 

The second risk mentioned above is wi也 reg訂dsto students' beliefs about achieving 

success也roughcompetition rather也知 teamworkand collaboration. As the teacher of a 

creative writing class, it is essential for me to have the students collaborate wi血 eachother, 

especially in terms of peer reviewing each other’s work. If a student does not make an honest 

effort in evaluating a classmates work, then the author of that work may not improve. Not only 

白紙， butmy responsibilities would increase if I feltぉ thoughI needed to second guess each 

student’s peer evaluation. 

As mentioned in the in甘'Oduction,I have taught也iszemi twice, but也isnotion had never 

occurred to me. Coincidentally, the majority of白estudents who enrolled in也iscourse, both 

ye訂s,have been medical school students. Medical school students in America have the 

repu旬tionof being fiercely competitive創nongstone another, however I do not know if也is

same reputation is仕切 ofJapanese medical school students. I will be teaching this class again 

during academic ye釘 2016・17and will be s町eto make some a抗emptat evaluating students’ 

competitiveness and/or willingness to collaborate with one enough in order to succeed. 

In closing, while language teachers may旬keit for granted that le釘凶ngis by na旬rean 

“active”process, they should take the time to reflect regularly on their course as a whole and on 

individual classes to confirm也atnot only are students actively participating in class, but also 

白atthe class activities foster active learning and keep the students mentally engaged. I have 

fostered English-language active learning through a series of poe甘ywriting exercises spaced 

equally throughout也esemester. These writing exercises coupled wi血 anEnglish intensive 

study of Matsuo Basho’S Oku no hosomichi have had a positive effect on learning outcomes, as 

is evidenced by白efact白atstudents who participated in也eclass won honorable mention in組

international haiku contest. Therefore, in仕oducingstudents to a v訂 ietyof warm-up exercises to 

build也eircreative writing ability fosters active learning, and when performed in L2 c組

improve their ability to utilize English as a second language. 
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